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  If you liked Contemporary Essentials, you’ An essential oils book classic for 25 years:  And, it just got
better!The Complete Book of Essential Natural oils and Aromatherapy may be the best aromatherapy book
available anywhere.Searching for books on essential oils?ll love this important oils favorite: THE ENTIRE
Book of Essential Natural oils and Aromatherapy, Revised and Expanded is a necessary resource for anyone
interested in alternative methods to healing and life style. This new edition contains more than 800 easy-to-
follow dishes for essential oil treatments from Valerie Ann Worwood, a consultant and expert on the clinical
uses of essential natural oils internationally. Explore the large number of benefits of essential oils and
aromatherapy: In her clear and positive voice, Worwood provides tools to handle a variety of health issues,
including specific advice for children, ladies, men, and seniors. This aromatheraphy book also addresses self-
protection against microbes and contaminants, emotional challenges, look after the home and workplace,
and applications for athletes, dancers, travelers, cooks, gardeners, and animal enthusiasts. Worwood also
offers us her expertise in the use of essential natural oils in beauty and spa treatments, plus profiles of 125
essential oils, 37 carrier oils, and more. Completely updated essential oils publication: Because the
publication of the first edition of the book 25 years back, the positive impact of gas use has become
increasingly identified, as scientific researchers throughout the world have explored essential oils and their
constituents for his or her unique properties and uses.
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It has a large amount of information, but I wish it was more in depth. I've a fairly extensive collection of
books on the subject but I won't need them any longer. Big book Lots^3 of ideas how exactly to use
essential natural oils. If you are not aware a lot of reference books for important oils cost $40+ which means
this one won't break the bank!.. I've started to notice elements of this book which are lacking, and I would
have thought being an edited edition and the 25th anniversary edition, that this book would have more depth,
better editing, and more organization. I'm not really sure why this is simply not showing a verified buy, I
purchased it on amazon and paid a high price. A good guru of 45 years of oil in our house was really happy
with our purchase..... anyway. ? It does talk about different ailments and it'll give you gas recipes...... I
bought this book mainly for its blends. For example; I like that this reserve has many chapters. Great Book
Great book my girl loved it Wonderful book! It has over 800 gas blends, which I am happy about, as it's why
I purchased the reserve. every carrier oil is wonderful for All Skin Types! Gleam lot of details in this reserve
for using essential oils with children. Julia Lawless, The Encyclopedia of Necessary Oils (my go to quick
reference), Robert Tisserand, GAS Basic safety (he writes the reserve on essential natural oils! I'm a bit
irritated now that I've had more time with this book and prefer my other essential oil books for reference.
There exists a great section on skincare and hair care with essential natural oils and carrier oils, and also
insomnia, the two sections I have personally found most useful so far. We maintain it out right on my desk
for all to make use of. Gleam section all about hydrosols and profiles for hydrosols. And you can find even
cooking dishes for using essential natural oils in meals! I have already been using essential natural oils for
10+ years, so this book was bought for a little bit of inspiration for blends. Given that I've stated the
positives, here are the negatives. There are factors I gave this reserve 3 stars, 1st because I am not thrilled
with how thin the pages are (slightly thicker than Bible pages). Nobody knows everything from experience
but this great publication does. I also didn't discover any rare essential oil profiles and I was extremely
surprised there was no essential oil profile for or reference to moroccan blue tansy essential oil. I needed one
catch-all essential oils manual that could give me all the info I need to have an extremely solid, long-lasting
working understanding of EO usage and application but that could still provide me the basics in a logical
format so the book is useful if you ask me as a beginner. You will find yourself referencing it again and
again. it is the one you wish. But I'd prefer more in depth information, honestly. I can see this reserve getting
some make use of in my home. I've many books on essential natural oils and I'll add this reserve to the
collection. I have included a image so you can see how thick with details this book literally is! UPDATE: I
wanted to upgrade my review. I'm just a little annoyed with the organization of this book. We recommend
this reserve to all. The fundamental oil and carrier essential oil profiles are just a plus for me personally. The
carrier and gas profiles are great, and I like that there are carrier oil profiles, rather than just essential
essential oil profiles. There is not one carrier oil that is not good for all epidermis types! She does not give
any absorption rates or comedogenic ratings for carrier oils.. I love that she has the blends organized
regarding to ailment. My favorite authors are; I've an 18 month previous daughter and I always seek the
natural path 1st.), and Kurt Schnaubelt, The Healing Intelligence of Essential Natural oils (thats his newest
one, it is a prosperity of understanding) and my absolute preferred: Perfume and Flavor Components of
Organic Origin by Steffan Arctander, a classic which will probably never go out of print. I feel there are
better choices so far as essential oil books go apart from this book! The Bible of Necessary Oils For many,
this is the preferred reference book on the topic of essential oils. This book is informative and
comprehensive. It's a treasure. This book came highly recommended by my gas supplier and I could
understand why! It's chock-full of dishes and long-position remedies. Among the reasons people like this
book is basically because the author is sensible. She was an expert long before the essential oil craze. She
wrote this in a straightforward clear-cut manner without the hype. The purchase price was great as well. It
teaches you a whole lot about essential natural oils so it's definitely great for a beginner. It can have a whole
lot of information! DO NOT Purchase DAMAGED KINDLE Edition, get print instead. It's apparent and



concise. I'm very keen on this book. This is about the KINDLE edition only. Comprehensive state of the art
information. I was wishing to update and what I saw, I liked a lot. I usually read on Kindle so was shocked
to discover that many pages were merely dropped out. Numerous the recipes for blends contains a single
letter per line, if they had been included at all. AMAZON, please re-perform the kindle edition or take it off
your list. I've requested a refund and ordered the print version. I have a print copy of her initial edition and
liked it. No other reference necessary. Excellent reference. Tells me everything I desired to know about
essential natural oils and answers queries I hadn't even thought of yet.. Five Stars Exactly what I was
looking for! This book includes tons and a great deal of recipes. I believe it has over 600! There's so much
great info in this publication that I couldn't perhaps cover everything here. And that means you will just have
to buy yourself a copy to find out!.Additionally, this is the more recent edition; What I love most about this
reserve is that I can look up an ailment in the back and it will send me to the recipe I need to remedy it. I
think this would be ideal for people who have a hard time sitting down and reading a book. Additionally it is
just a great mention of have if you are in a rush or simply for everyday life! I recommend this reserve and
I'm so glad that I purchased it. Honestly, if you like essential oils you will value this publication.. If you
found my review useful please i want to know by clicking below. Many thanks! ? The Bible of oils inside
our opinion. I've made several blends based on her information and all have already been wonderful!
Fabulous book on important oils. This big heavy and heavy information I refer to several times weekly as I
buy even more oils for our home requirements, with both people and house animals of several varieties. A
fantastic amount of infomation for both a begginer and a seasoned veteran of essential natural oils. I also
usually do not like the fact that many of the suggestions of carrier natural oils and essential natural oils for
skin and locks, are extremely general.. It makes it harder to flip through the webpages quickly, and
Personally i think I have to be very soft, as not to tear the webpages. It has many seperate sections, and it
includes a lot of information! I really like this book. I got a second hand edition for dirt inexpensive. It's so
amazing, I must say i wish I experienced spent the extra coin for the up to date version!. Not much of a
bibliography A MUST HAVE well put together Love this book. It is the must have for essential oil lovers
and begginer aromatherapist The update is fantastic Love this reserve have the older edition and like the
update. Happy! I take advantage of this essential oil quite often and I would have liked for it to be used in
some of the blends. I spent 2 hours reading evaluations on other recommended EO books, and I believe I
came across my unicorn. Also, it arrived a complete day early, which was awesome b/c I was itching to
begin with!
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